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Abstract—Much attention has been given to the efficient
execution of the scale-out applications that dominate in datacenter
computing. However, the effects of the hardware support in the
Memory Management Unit (MMU) in combination with the
distinct characteristics of the scale-out applications have been
largely ignored until recently. In this paper, we comprehensively
quantify the MMU overhead on a real machine leveraging the
use of performance counters on a collection of emerging scale-out
applications. We show that the MMU overhead accounts for up
to 16% of the total execution time due to the high TLB miss rates
and the interference between page walks and application data in
the cache hierarchy. We find that decreasing the MMU overhead
- with large pages - may improve the application performance
by up to 13.9%. However, the limited MMU support for large
pages in combination with the workloads’ low memory locality
may even harm the performance when large pages are enabled.
By comparing the expected and measured application speedup,
we observe a performance gap of up to 3.8%, indicating that any
improvements in the MMU may result in more efficient utilization
of the available execution resources. Finally, we find that the
MMU overhead remains high for most scale-out applications
even in the presence of large pages, leaving ample space for
optimizations. In response, we present upper bounds for perfect
MMU optimizations that motivate rethinking its design in the
context of the scale-out applications.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

In recent years, companies like Amazon, Google and
Facebook have invested resources to build big datacenters
where their software infrastructure run on a large number of
inexpensive computers. The datacenters aim to provide the
most scalable and economical way to leverage the vast amount
of available processing power. Given the high cost of building
and maintaining datacenters, a single-digit performance improvement in the utilization of datacenters translates directly
to savings in money. To this end, datacenter infrastructures
have received attention during the last years in improving
the performance of all the involved components such as
processors, storage, and interconnection networks.
To stimulate the research in the topic of datacenters, the
CloudSuite benchmark suite was recently introduced [25].
CloudSuite is a collection of popular scale-out applications
that target various domains of datacenter computing including
data analytics (MapReduce), key-value caching (MemCached)
and storing (NoSQL), large-scale graph analytics (GraphLab),

and web-searching (Nutch) among others. The scale-out applications operate on large datasets with low memory locality exhibiting inefficient execution in the traditional server
architectures [25]. In response, computer architects proposed
novel designs to increase the efficiency of microprocessors for
scale-out applications through improvements in the processor
pipeline [36], the memory hierarchy [29], and the on-chip
interconnection network [35].
However, the overhead of the Memory Management Unit
(MMU) in the context of the scale-out applications has been
largely ignored. There have been very few studies - all of them
recent - on the performance cost of the MMU that proposed
solutions to mitigate them through either reducing the number
of TLB misses [13] or the cost of page walks [15]. Still, these
studies used only a subset of scale-out applications and did not
provide an extensive characterization of the MMU behavior in
the context of datacenter computing.
Our goal in this paper is to understand how the MMU
(i) performs under the execution of the scale-out applications,
(ii) affects the application performance, (iii) interacts with
other components of the processor, and (iv) can be potentially
improved to boost the performance of datacenters. To this end
we analyze the performance of the Memory Management Unit
under the execution of various scale-out applications. We conduct our analysis leveraging the use of performance counters
on an x86 64 real system. To the best of our knowledge, we
are the first to undertake such an effort.
The main contributions of this paper are:
•

We perform a comprehensive performance analysis of
the MMU for several scale-out applications showing
that the MMU overhead accounts up to 16% of the
total execution time.

•

We find that by reducing the MMU overheads, the
performance improves by up to 13.9% enabling better
exploitation of the available execution resources.

•

We observe that large pages are beneficial for most
applications without being an “always-win” option due
to limited hardware support.

•

We quantify the interference between the application
data and the page-table structures in the cache hi-

erarchy, and show how page walks are affected by
hardware prefetchers.
•

We present upper-bound analyses and discuss potential
future directions with the hope to help designing new
MMUs in light of the characteristics of these widelyused modern scale-out applications.

In Section II we provide background information regarding
the MMU and the scale-out applications we use in our study,
while in Section III we discuss our methodology. We present
the performance analysis of the MMU under the execution
of the scale-out workloads in Section IV, and we discuss
potentials for improving the MMU performance in Section V.
Finally, in Section VI we discuss the related work and in
Section VII we conclude our study.
II.

BACKGROUND

In this paper we focus on the performance of the Memory
Management Unit (MMU) under the execution of scale-out
applications. Here we briefly describe the scale-out applications from CloudSuite [1], [25] that we use in our study.
We also provide background information about the hardware
support of the MMU - the Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB)
and the MMU cache - of the x86 64 architecture which
constitutes the dominant processor architecture deployed in
today’s datacenters [12].
A. Scale-out Applications
Data-analytics (MapReduce). This benchmark uses Mahout, a scalable machine learning and data mining library designed for the Hadoop MapReduce framework. The benchmark
performs the Bayesian classification algorithm for a large input
set of Wikipedia articles.
Data-caching (MemCached). MemCached is a distributed
memory caching system that speeds up dynamic databasedriven websites by caching data in main memory to reduce the
number of accesses in the database. The benchmark simulates
the behavior of a caching server for Twitter.
Data-serving (NoSQL). This benchmark targets the domain
of NoSQL databases which have gained growing industry use
in big data and real-time web applications. The benchmark
uses Cassandra, a column-oriented database server, and simulates an update-heavy workload.
Graph-analytics (GraphLab). This benchmark relies on
GraphLab, an abstraction framework that expresses asynchronous, dynamic, graph-parallel computation. The benchmark is a GraphLab-based implementation of tunkrank that
measures a person’s influence on Twitter.
Media-streaming (QuickTime). This benchmark targets the
domain of media-streaming services and uses the DarwinStreaming Server (open-source equivalent of Apple QuickTime
Server) that streams media to clients across the Internet.
Software-testing (Cloud9). This benchmark uses Cloud9,
an automated software-testing platform that parallelizes symbolic execution.
Web-search (Nutch). This benchmark targets web search
engines that dominate among the internet services [30].

Per-core TLB Hierarchy
4K
128 entries, 4-way assoc.
I-TLB
2M
8 entries, fully assoc.
4K
64 entries, 4-way assoc.
D-TLB
2M
32 entries, 4-way assoc.
4K
512-entries, 4-way assoc.
L2 TLB
2M
-

TABLE I: TLB hierarchy of the test machine.

The benchmark uses the distributed version of Nutch, an
open source web search engine, with content crawled from
http://en.wikipedia.org/.
B. Memory Management Unit (MMU)
Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB). Virtual memory
effectively virtualizes the physical memory of a computing
system by dividing it into blocks and allocating them to different processes [26]. In the x86 64 architecture, the translations
from virtual to physical addresses are kept in the Page Table
that is stored as a 4-level hierarchical radix tree [28]. To accelerate virtual memory, most processors employ a Translation
Lookaside Buffer (TLB) that holds recently used page table
entries. The TLB is on the critical path of every memory
operation. This requirement has turned the TLB into a crucial
component for the performance of the processor [28]. In case
of a TLB miss, the MMU walks the page table through a
hardware state machine. Thus, a TLB miss, i.e. page walk,
requires up to four memory operations to resolve.
MMU cache. Due to the impact of the page walk latency
in the performance, commercial processors have employed
MMU caches [11], [15]. The MMU cache reduces the cost of
page walks by caching intermediate levels of the page table,
while the TLB only caches the leaves. A hit in the MMU
cache enables the processor to skip one or more levels of the
page table. Thus, a page walk requires between one and four
memory operations to perform an address translation based on
the contents of the MMU cache.
III.

M ETHODOLOGY

Here we describe the experimental environment and the
methodology we followed to analyze the MMU performance.
A. System Setup
We conduct our study on a 4-core Intel Xeon E3-1230
(Sandy Bridge) running at 3.2GHz equipped with 16GB memory. Each core has a private TLB hierarchy (Table I): a firstlevel Data-TLB, a first-level Instruction-TLB, and a secondlevel TLB, i.e. shared between I-TLB and D-TLB. Note that
in this paper we focus on the impact of second-level TLB
misses and misses to 2M pages, both of which trigger page
walks.
The system runs OpenSuse 12.3 with the 3.7.10-1.4 Linux
kernel. We used seven out of the eight scale-out applications
from CloudSuite [1]; we faced tuning problems with webserving. For all the server-oriented applications, we set up
both clients and servers on the same machine pinning each
to unique cores through the taskset utility and we measured

Equations & hardware performance counters
(%) Cycles spent in page walks (data) =
(DTLB LOAD MISSES.WALK DURATION +
DTLB STORE MISSES.WALK DURATION) /
CPU CLK UNHALTED.THREAD P
Page walks per 1000 instr. (data) =
(DTLB LOAD MISSES.WALK COMPLETED +
DTLB STORE MISSES.WALK COMPLETED) /
(INST RETIRED.ANY P / 1000)
Average cycles per page walk (data) =
(DTLB LOAD MISSES.WALK DURATION +
DTLB STORE MISSES.WALK DURATION) /
(DTLB LOAD MISSES.WALK COMPLETED +
DTLB STORE MISSES.WALK COMPLETED)
(%) Cycles spent in page walks (instructions) =
ITLB MISSES.WALK DURATION /
CPU CLK UNHALTED.THREAD P
Page walks per 1000 instr. (instructions) =
ITLB MISSES.WALK COMPLETED * 1000 /
INST RETIRED.ANY P
Average cycles per page walk (instructions) =
ITLB MISSES.WALK DURATION /
ITLB MISSES.WALK COMPLETED
L1 misses = L1D.REPLACEMENT
L2 misses =
MEM LOAD UOPS RETIRED.LLC HIT +
MEM LOAD UOPS LLC HIT RETIRED.XSNP HIT +
MEM LOAD UOPS LLC HIT RETIRED.XSNP HITM +
MEM LOAD UOPS MISC RETIRED.LLC MISS
LLC misses =
MEM LOAD UOPS MISC RETIRED.LLC MISS

TABLE II: Equations and corresponding hardware performance counters.

only the activity of the server programs. Finally, to access the
performance counters (Table II) we use the perf utility [4] and
we report the average results of three runs.
B. Large Pages
Linux provides two mechanisms for enabling large 2M
pages: (i) Transparent Huge Pages (THP) [7] and (ii) libhugetlbfs [2]. THP attempts to allocate large pages to service
application’s memory requests that are naturally 2MB-aligned
in the anticipation of subsequent memory allocations. If no
large pages are available, the kernel falls back to 4K pages
transparently to the application, and periodically scans through
the memory to substitute several 4K pages with a large page.
On the other hand, with libhugetlbfs [2], large pages must
be set aside at boot time, they are not swappable and the
application must map them explicitly. The main difference
between the two mechanisms is that THP supports 2M pages
only for anonymous pages, while libhugetlbfs supports large
pages for memory-mapped files as well.
We use the following methodology to decide which mechanism we should enable in this study. We run the scale-out
applications only with THP enabled and we periodically collect
memory statistics from the proc filesystem [6] regarding (i) the
active working set, (ii) the percentage of the allocated pages
that are anonymous, and (iii) the percentage of the allocated
large pages over the total working set. Table III summarizes
the results.
We observe that most scale-out applications use anonymous
pages for more than 96% of their working set. The exception is

Benchmark
Data-analytics
Data-caching
Data-serving
Graph-analytics
Media-streaming
Software-testing
Web-search

Data
Set
5 GB
8 GB
7 GB
12 GB
700 MB
700 MB
6 GB

Anonymous
Total Pages %
99.84
99.91
46.42
99.89
99.82
97.11
99.37

Anonymous
Large Pages %
72.53
99.89
37.61
62.69
25.67
75.07

TABLE III: Memory usage statistics. The first column shows
the size of the working set, the second column indicates the
percentage of allocated anonymous pages over the working
set, and the third column shows the percentage of anonymous
pages that were allocated as large pages with THP.

data-serving whose working set is mainly divided among the
java heap that uses anonymous pages (46%) and the NoSQL
database that is memory-mapped. Regarding the ability of
THP to successfully allocate large pages, we find that large
pages cover: (i) more than 70% for data-analytics (72%), datacaching (99%) and web-search (75%), (ii) more than 62%
for graph-analytics, (iii) only the java heap (37%) for dataserving, (iv) 25% for software-testing and surprisingly 0% for
media-streaming. These results indicate that THP are able to
provide large pages for most of the scale-out applications.
Finally, to get more confidence about our execution environment we run the applications with libhugetlbfs. We find that
the performance is similar among the two configurations for
all applications, including data-serving and media-streaming,
after spending significant effort in tuning libhugetlbfs for the
needs of each application. Thus, we decide to use large 2M
pages through Transparent Huge Pages.
Discussion. Our machine does not have TLB support for
1G pages. Consequently we limit our evaluation of varying the
page-size to 4K and 2M.
IV.

MMU P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS

In this paper we analyze the performance of the Memory
Management Unit (MMU) under the execution of scale-out applications. We mainly focus on the data accesses that typically
stress the MMU more than the instruction accesses [17], [32].
We measure the overhead due to page walks and its impact on
the application’s performance, we quantify how often a page
walk occurs in terms of TLB misses per 1000 instructions
(MPKI), and we report the average cost of a page walk.
Moreover, we evaluate the interference between the application
data and the page walks in the cache hierarchy, we show how
the cache hardware prefetchers affect the MMU performance
and we discuss the performance of the MMU for instruction
accesses. Finally, we summarize the key findings and their
implications in the MMU performance.
A. How much time is spent in TLB misses?
The MMU overhead is dictated by the time spent in page
walks, i.e. TLB misses. Figure 1 shows the percentage of the
execution time spent in page walks due to data accesses with
4K pages (left bar). We make the following observations.
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Fig. 1: Percentage of execution time spent in page walks due
to data accesses with 4K and 2M pages. The MMU overhead
accounts up to 16% of the total execution time.

Fig. 2: Normalized cycles spent in page walks due to data
accesses with 4K pages and 2M pages.

of the total MMU overhead mainly due to network and
file-system activity.
First, we find that all applications suffer from high MMU
overheads with 4K pages. More specifically, data-serving and
media-serving spend more than 10% of the execution time
in page walks, while data-analytics and graph-analytics reach
almost 14% and 16%, respectively. These applications operate
on big-data (Table III) with low locality [25] stressing the
performance of the MMU. To confirm this behavior, we also
calculate the number of cold TLB misses based on the working
set and the page-size. We find that the cold TLB misses
contribute less than 0.02% to the total TLB misses for all the
scale-out applications. These results indicate that the MMU
overhead is practically dictated by capacity and conflict TLB
misses due to the limited MMU resources and the low memory
locality of the workloads, rather than by cold TLB misses.
Second, we find that the page walks due to kernel code
contribute significantly to the total MMU overhead for datacaching, data-serving, media-streaming and web-search. The
reason is that these applications stress the network and the
file-system stack [25], [34]. Indeed we find that data-caching,
data-serving, media-streaming and web-search spend 68.6%,
25.5%, 67.2% and 10.7% of the total execution time in kernel
code respectively.
We analyze the kernel page walks and categorize them
according to the execution path. More than 85% of the
kernel page walks take place in functions due to both
file-system and network activity for data-caching, mediastreaming and web-search, while 44.3% accounts to both
file-system and scheduler/synchronization activities for dataserving. Moreover, we identify two hotspot functions responsible for page walks: 7.1% for data-caching and 16.9% for
media-streaming of total page walks occur only in the kernel
function tcp_poll() due to network activity, and 5.7% for
data-caching, 14.3% for media-streaming and 9.1% for websearch only in fget_light() due to both network and filesystem activity.
Findings
•

The MMU overhead for the scale-out applications is
significantly high up to 16%.

•

The kernel page walks may contribute more than 50%

B. Do Large Pages help?
To observe the impact of the page-size in the performance
of the MMU, we leverage the Transparent Huge Pages (THP)
that enable 2M pages. Depending on the application behavior,
large pages may decrease the time spent in page walks due
to: (i) reducing the number of TLB misses by increasing the
TLB reach (Section IV-D), and/or (ii) reducing the average
cost of page walk by requiring one memory reference less
(Section IV-E). Figure 2 shows the cycles spent in page walks
due to the employment of 2M pages normalized to the page
walk cycles with 4K pages.
First, we notice that increasing the page-size reduces
mostly the MMU overhead by up to 65.9% for data-analytics,
data-serving and graph-analytics. Data-serving gets the least
benefits from 2M pages among these three applications
(23.6%). The reason is that data-serving accesses the NoSQL
database through memory-mapped files. However, THP lack
support for memory-mapped files as discussed in Section III-A.
Consequently, the THP mechanism covers with 2M pages less
part of the working set (only the java heap) for data-serving
than for data-analytics and graph-analytics (Table III).
Second, we notice that large pages reduce slightly the time
spent in page walks by less than 2% for data-caching. We
find that the number of page walks cycles due to user code
with large pages decreases by 31% on one hand. On the other
hand, the number of the dominant page walks cycles due to
kernel code increases by 19%. The reason for this behavior
is the combination of the application’s poor locality with the
increased pressure on the TLB for 2M pages: (i) the TLB
supports only 32 entries for 2M pages, (ii) the kernel typically
uses 2M pages for its internal structures [7], [24], (iii) with
THP enabled there is contention between user-level and kernellevel TLB entries in the limited-sized TLB for 2M pages,
since x86 64 architecture does not lock TLB entries for kernel
usage. Consequently, the time spent in page walks for the
application data decreases at the cost of increasing the kernel
overheads.
Third, we notice that for web-search, increasing the pagesize actually increases the time spent in page walks by 54%.

1.15

Similarly to data-caching, the reason for this behavior is the
limited TLB support for 2M pages in combination with the
low data locality of the application.

Figure 1 shows the percentage of execution time spent in
TLB misses with 2M pages (right bar). This percentage is now
computed based on the total execution time with 2M pages (we
discuss the actual performance differences in Section IV-C).
We observe that an important fraction of time - more than 6%
- is still spent in page walks even for those applications that
take benefit from 2M pages (e.g. data-analytics and graphanalytics). For the rest of the applications the percentage
remains practically the same. These results indicate that in
case the application performance depends directly on any
improvements in the MMU performance, there is still ample
space for optimizing the MMU.
Findings
•

Large pages reduce the MMU overhead for some
scale-out applications by up to 65.9%. However, the
limited hardware support for large pages may actually
increase the MMU overhead by up to 54%.

•

Large pages put more pressure on the TLB for those
applications that suffer from a high number of kernel
page walks due to the limited support for 2M.

•

The software implementation of some scale-out applications cannot use large pages.

•

Even if large pages benefit the application performance, still a significant percentage of time spent in
page walks leaving space for optimizations.

C. Do TLB misses affect performance?
In this section we quantify the application speedup due
to improving the MMU performance by changing the pagesize from 4K to 2M. To assess the importance of the MMU
performance in the processor pipeline, we compute also the expected performance with 2M pages based on Equation 1 [13].
The expected performance with 2M pages is computed as the
measured number of execution cycles with 4K pages reduced
by the measured improvement in cycles spent in page walks
when increasing the page-size from 4K to 2M. In other words,
the expected performance assumes that the page walks do not
affect at all (neither positively nor negatively) the processor
pipeline (out-of-order execution, memory hierarchy, etc.).

1.10
Speedup (x)

Fourth, 2M pages bring negligible benefits for mediastreaming and software-testing. Surprisingly we found THP
fail to allocate any 2M pages for media-streaming. The reason
is that this scale-out application performs a small number
of memory allocations (mmap()) with such arguments (size,
flags and access rights) that do not allow the THP mechanism
to allocate large pages. Finally, the reduction of page walk
cycles for software-testing is limited by the ability of THP
to back only 25.7% of the application’s working set with 2M
pages.
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Fig. 3: Speedup due to increasing the page-size from 4K to
2M. The left bar corresponds to the actual measurements, while
the right bar corresponds to the expected speedup based on
Equation 1. The difference indicates the positive impact of reducing the MMU overhead in the processor pipeline. Note that
we do not report expected speedup for those applications that
use throughput as performance metric, i.e. media-streaming,
software-testing and web-search.

Figure 3 shows the measured speedup that is achieved due
to employing large pages on the left bar, and the expected
speedup based on Equation 1 on the right bar.
Regarding the measured speedup we see that the performance increases for those applications that reduce the time
spent in page walks (Figure 2). More specifically, 2M pages
boost the performance of data-analytics, data-serving and
graph-analytics by 9.7%, 6.4% and 13.9% respectively. The
rest of the applications achieve negligible speedup, while the
performance of web-search slightly drops by 2% as expected
due to spending more cycles in page walks.
Regarding the expected speedup we notice a positive gap
between the expected speedup and the measured one, i.e. 9.7%
vs. 7.2% for data-analytics, 6.4% vs. 2.6% for data-serving
and 13.9% vs. 10.5% for graph-analytics. We believe that the
difference in expected and measured performance is due to the
impact of page walks on the out-of-order execution and the
memory hierarchy. The page walks occur less frequently and
need less cycles to complete with large pages, allowing better
utilization of the available pipeline resources. To verify this
behavior, we measure also the number of stalled cycles in the
back-end of the processor pipeline. We find that by using 2M
pages, the number of back-end stalled cycles reduces by 16.7%
for data-analytics, by 10.7% for data-serving and by 10.1%
for graph-analytics, and we also find that the IPC increases
by 12.3% for data-analytics, by 8.1% for data-serving and
by 7.4% for graph-analytics. We also observe fewer cache
misses with 2M pages as we will explain next in Section IV-G
respectively. Our results suggest that future improvements in
MMU performance will bring more-than-expected application
speedup by exploiting the available execution resources better.
Findings
•

ExpectedT otalCycles2M =
T otalCycles4K − T lbCycles4K + T lbCycles2M

Measured
Expected

Improved MMU performance speeds up the scale-out
applications by up to 13.9%. However, the limited
hardware support for 2M pages may reduce the application performance by 2%.
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Results for 2M pages normalized to 4K pages
Page walks
Average cycles
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0.48
1.17
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TABLE IV: Summarized results for page walks per 1000
instructions, average cycles per page walk and cycles spent
in page walks with 2M pages normalized to 4K pages (lower
is better).

Fig. 4: Page walks (i.e. TLB misses) per 1000 instructions
(MPKI) due to data accesses with 4K and 2M pages.
E. What is the cost of a TLB miss?
Figure 5 shows the average cost of a page walk with 4K
and 2M pages respectively. We observe that the average cost
of page walk with 4K pages is far lower than 100 cycles
for all applications. This indicates that resolving a page walk
does not require any off-chip memory access on average. Our
results corroborate previous studies that focused on different
applications and concluded that the page walks references
typically hit in the cache hierarchy [11], [37].
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Fig. 5: Average number of cycles per page walk due to data
accesses with 4K and 2M pages.

•

The difference between the expected and the measured
application speedup indicates that optimizations in the
MMU will result in more efficient utilization of the
execution pipeline.

D. How often do TLB misses occur?
Figure 4 shows the number of page walks (i.e. TLB misses)
per thousand instructions (MPKI) due to data accesses when
using 4K and 2M pages. By changing the page-size from 4K
to 2M, the MPKI reduces for those applications that the page
walk overhead decreases (e.g. data-analytics, data-serving and
graph-analytics), but not in the same ratio as in Figure 1 since
2M pages reduce also the cost per TLB miss as we will show
in the following subsection. However, we notice that the MPKI
actually increases for data-caching and web-search with 2M
pages. This behavior confirms the limited hardware support for
2M in current MMUs.

The latency of the average cost per page walk depends on
(i) the performance of the MMU cache, which dictates how
many memory accesses (up to four) are necessary to resolve
the page walk, and (ii) the locality of the page table references
in the data cache hierarchy (i.e. L1, L2 or LLC). Unfortunately,
our experimental machine does not provide any counters for
measuring the performance of the MMU cache. However, in
Section V-B we perform an upper-bound analysis of perfect
MMU caches varying the level of data cache hierarchy where
the page table references hit and we draw some conclusions
about the locality of the page table references in the cache
hierarchy.
By comparing the results for the two page-size configurations, we observe that the average cost per page walk
is lower for most scale-out applications with 2M pages. In
conjunction with the results of the previous sections - which
are summarized in Table IV - we observe that the average
cost of a page walk with 2M pages reduces significantly
for data-analytics and graph-analytics as expected. For datacaching and web-search, the average cost also decreases and
compensates the increase in MPKI, while for data-serving,
media-streaming and software-testing, which have low use of
2M pages, the average cost remains practically the same.
Findings
•

The average TLB miss cost indicates that page walk
references typically hit in the data cache hierarchy.

Findings

F. Comparison with other benchmark suites

•

In this section we compare the performance of the MMU
across different benchmark suites. Figure 6 shows the percentage of execution time spent in page walks for SPEC 2006 [5],
BioBench [8], Parsec [18] and CloudSuite.

The frequency of page walks decreases for some
applications due to large pages. However the limited
TLB support for 2M pages may increase the MPKI.
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We observe that the scale-out applications consistently
stress the MMU more compared to other benchmark suites
in terms of runtime overhead. Moreover, we find that the
scale-out applications suffer almost an order of magnitude
more frequently from page walks than other benchmarks;
the page walks per 1000 instructions is well below 1 for
the majority of Spec, BioBench and Parsec applications even
with 4KB pages (35 out of 47 applications). The reason is
that these suites consist of several benchmarks with small
working sets that fit in the TLB hierarchy. Although there
are some benchmarks that cause high MMU overheads (e.g.
mcf, omnetpp, cactusADM, mummer, tiger, canneal) they still
have smaller working sets, limited kernel activity and enjoy
better performance improvement with large pages compared
to the scale-out applications. Based on these findings, we
corroborate a previous study [25] that pointed out the distinct
characteristics of scale-out applications compared to other
benchmarks, and we further show that the same observation
holds with respect to the MMU behavior.
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Fig. 6: Comparison of the MMU performance with various
benchmark suites (geometric mean per suite).
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Fig. 7: Percentage of reduced L1, L2 and Last Level Cache
(LLC) misses due to increasing the page-size from 4KB to
2MB. The results show that by improving the MMU performance, less interference occurs in the cache hierarchy between
the application data and the page table.

2M than with 4K pages as we showed earlier in Section IV-D,
increasing slightly the number of LLC misses.
Moreover, we notice that just reducing the number of L1
misses, as it happens for (software-testing), does not affect significantly the performance because they can be hidden by the
out-of-order execution. However, we observe a correspondence
between performance improvement and reduced data-cache
interference - in L2 cache and LLC - for those applications
that benefit most from 2M pages (data-analytics, data-serving
and graph-analytics).
Findings
•

Poor MMU performance can result in increased interference with application data in the cache hierarchy.

Findings

H. Interaction with Hardware Prefetchers

•

Previously we showed the interference between the application data and the page table in the cache hierarchy. However,
the page table can be cached up to the L1 cache. Here we
quantify this interference due to the activity of the hardware
prefetchers from the MMU performance point of view.

Scale-out applications stress more the MMU performance compared to other compute-intensive and
multi-threaded applications.

G. Interference in the cache hierarchy
In this section we quantify the interference in the datacache hierarchy between the application data and the page table
references. To accomplish this, we count the number of L1, L2
and LLC misses for the two page-size configurations. Figure 7
shows the percentage of reduced cache misses due to changing
the page-size from 4K to 2M.
We observe that the number of cache misses for most
scale-out applications reduces by up to 11.2% for L1 cache
(software-testing), 4.8% for L2 cache (graph-analytics) and
6.5% for LLC (data-analytics). This happens due to the improved MMU performance that cause fewer memory accesses
due to the page walks and less interference with the application
data in the cache hierarchy since: (i) the page table occupies
less memory space due to the elimination of one level in the
page tree, and (ii) page walks occur less often and are cheaper
(Figures 4 and 5). The only exceptions are data-caching and
web-search which suffer more frequently from page walks with

Our experimental machine has four prefetching mechanisms; the two of them (DCU and IP stride) are responsible for
prefetching data to the L1 cache, while the other two (ACL
and Spatial) are responsible for prefetching data to the L2
and the LLC [27]. Table V summarizes three basic metrics
of the MMU performance due to data accesses for the scaleout applications with 2M pages for three different prefetcher
configurations: (i) all prefetchers are disabled, (ii) only L1
prefetchers (DCU and IP prefetchers) are enabled, and (iii) all
prefetchers are enabled. The table shows the total number of
page walks, the average number of cycles per page walk, and
the total number of cycles spent in page walks, normalized
to the case when all prefetchers are disabled. We make the
following observations.
We see that the total number of page walks changes for different prefetcher configurations and actually increases for most
scale-out applications compared to when all prefetchers are
disabled. These results were not expected since the prefetcher

Benchmark
Data-analytics
Data-caching
Data-serving
Graph-analytics
Media-streaming
Software-testing
Web-search

ON only L1 prefetchers
#average cycles
#cycles spent
#page walks
per page walk
in page walks
1.11
1.49
1.65
0.79
1.08
0.86
1.22
1.02
1.25
0.98
0.85
0.83
1.00
1.05
1.05
0.81
1.02
0.83
1.62
0.94
1.53

#page walks
1.00
0.77
1.22
0.96
1.06
1.04
1.66

ON all prefetchers
#average cycles
#cycles spent
per page walk
in page walks
1.28
1.29
1.17
0.90
0.98
1.20
0.55
0.53
1.07
1.14
1.14
1.19
0.95
1.57

TABLE V: Summarized results for page walks, average cycles per page walk and cycles spent in page walks with 2M pages for
various prefetcher configurations normalized to the case when all prefetchers are disabled (lower is better).
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Fig. 8: Page walk overhead due to instruction TLB misses.

except for data-serving, spend a negligible amount of time
in page walks due to instruction accesses (less than 0.6%).
However, data-serving spends 2.45% of the total execution
time in page walks due to instruction accesses with 4K pages.
This MMU overhead accounts for 25% of the total MMU
overhead, and far exceeds typical I-TLB results [17]. The
reason lies on the software implementation of data-serving
which is based on a high-level language (Java) with a managed
runtime and extensive use of libraries. When 2M pages are
employed, we find that the MPKI reduces by almost 50% due
to the lower interference between instruction and data entries in
the TLB. However, it is still comparable to the MPKI of TLB
misses due to data accesses (0.8 for instruction TLB misses
vs. 3.7 for data TLB misses).
Findings

requests are supposeed not to trigger page walks [27]. We
speculate that the number of page walks differs across configurations because the prefetcher requests either affect the TLB
replacement policy (positively or negatively depending on the
application), or indeed trigger page walks.
Similarly, we observe that the total number of cycles spent
in page walks (and the average cost of page walk respectively)
changes across the various configurations. More specifically,
the number of page walk cycles is lower when all prefetchers
are disabled for most of the scale-out applications. These results indicate that the prefetchers fetch aggressively application
data that interfere with the page table in the cache hierarchy.
However, we see that the hardware prefetchers reduce by 47%
the cycles spent in page walks for graph-analytics, even though
the number of page walks is reduced by only 4%. Thus,
we observe an interaction between the hardware prefetchers
and the MMU performance that require further research and
documentation.
Findings
•

The interference between the application data and the
page table in the cache hierarchy due to the activity of
the hardware prefetchers suggest that there is potential
for reducing the MMU overhead if there is isolation
between them in the memory hierarchy.

I. Instruction TLB misses
Figure 8 shows the time spent in page walks due to
instruction accesses. We see that all scale-out applications,

•

Instruction references may add non-negligible MMU
overheads due to high-level languages and libraries.

J. Summary & Implications
We show that the MMU overhead for the scale-out applications is significantly high, up to 16% of the total execution
time. As the data-sets for these applications constantly grow,
these overheads are expected to increase. Thus, improving the
MMU performance should be of paramount importance for
the efficient execution of such applications in the big-data
era [13], [15]. Moreover, to quantify the correlation between
the MMU performance and the application performance, we
conducted experiments with large pages. The results show that
lower MMU overhead yields up to 13.9% application speed-up.
However, even though large pages reduce the MMU overhead,
the hardware support for large pages is limited and may
actually harm the performance. These findings dictate investing
effort in improving the limited hardware support for large
pages. Furthermore, the kernel code contributes significantly to
the total MMU overhead for most of the scale-out applications
mainly due to intense network and file-system activities. This
behavior requires further investigation from both operating
system and architecture researchers. Finally, the interference
between the application data and the poor MMU performance
indicates the need for an holistic approach in boosting the
performance of the memory hierarchy.
V.

P OTENTIAL I MPROVEMENTS IN MMU

Until now we have shown that the MMU overhead accounts
for a significant percentage of the total execution time. In this
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Fig. 9: Comparison of page walks and LLC misses per 1000
instructions due to data accesses with 2M pages.

section we discuss potential solutions and we present upperbound analyses of performance improvements in the MMU.
A. Virtual Caches
Virtual caches [14], [19], [20], [33], [43], [47] have been
proposed as an alternative to reduce the performance and
power dissipation overheads of the MMU. Virtual caches use
virtual addresses to access the cache hierarchy down to a
certain level and only consult the TLB on a cache miss
beyond the supported level in the cache hierarchy. Although
the virtual caches provide attractive properties, ensuring correct
execution requires extra hardware support and complexity (due
to synonyms, access rights, etc.).
We want to identify the potential of virtual caches for
the scale-out applications regarding performance, assuming a
virtual cache design that accesses the MMU on LLC misses.
To this end, we compare the MPKI of page walks (left bar)
with that of LLC (right bar) with 2M pages in Figure 9. We
make the following observations.
First, the results show that four out of seven applications
experience similar or higher LLC miss rate compared to the
page walks rate. The reason is that these scale-out applications
operate on large data-sets suffering from LLC misses that are
spread over a big memory space that will likely miss in the
TLB as well. Consequently, although virtual caches would help
in reducing the power dissipated in the TLB hierarchy, they
would provide similar behavior in terms of performance due
to the exposed cost of address translation in cache misses.
Second, we observe that data-caching, data-serving and websearch suffer more often from page walks than from LLC
misses. Such behavior indicates that there is useful data in
the LLC that is not covered by the TLBs, thus exposing the
inadequate design of current MMUs.
Based on these findings, we conclude that employing
virtual caches and removing the MMU from the critical path
would bring negligible performance improvement while it
would add significant complexity in the implementation of the
system.
B. Perfect MMU Caches
The MMU cache helps in reducing the cost of page
walks by caching memory references of the upper levels

of the page table. In this part of our analysis we evaluate
the potential for reducing the time spent in page walks by
implementing a perfect MMU cache. This means that the
page walk requires only one memory reference that always
hits in some level of the cache hierarchy. Bhattacharjee [15]
performed a similar analysis to show potential improvements
due to perfect MMU caches. In this paper, we go one step
further and we quantify also the impact of the hit-level in the
cache hierarchy during the page walk for perfect MMU caches.
Using microbenchmarks [10], we found that the minimum cost
for resolving a page walk that completely hits in the MMU
cache and requires only one page table reference that hits in
the L1, L2 and LLC cache is 12, 20 and 43 cycles on our
platform respectively. Based on these values per page walk
and the actually measured number of page walks, we estimate
potential performance improvements of perfect MMU caches.
Note that we assume pessimistically that the TLB misses have
no effect on the rest of the execution pipeline, so that the
baseline remains the same for all analyses. However, as we
showed earlier in Section IV-C, better MMU performance will
bring more-than-expected application speedup by exploiting
better the available execution resources.

P erf ectM M ULLC (%) =

T LB M isses ∗ 43cycles
T otal Execution T ime

(2)

P erf ectM M UL2 (%) =

T LB M isses ∗ 20cycles
T otal Execution T ime

(3)

P erf ectM M UL1 (%) =

T LB M isses ∗ 12cycles
T otal Execution T ime

(4)

In Figure 10 we plot the percentage of time spent in
page walks due to data accesses (i) for the real evaluated
hardware (blue bar), (ii) enhanced with perfect MMU caches
that require a single memory reference that hits in the LLC
(PerfectMMULLC - Equation 2 - yellow bar), (iii) in the L2
cache (PerfectMMUL2 - Equation 3 - green bar), and (iv) in
the L1 cache (PerfectMMUL1 - Equation 4 - red bar).
We observe that for 4K pages, the actual measured performance overhead is close to that of PerfectMMULLC or
even lower. Since the MMU cache is not perfect for the real
measurements, we conclude that the page table references with
4K pages typically hit earlier in the cache hierarchy, well
before accessing the LLC. Regarding the configuration with
2M pages, we observe that the measured performance overhead
is lower than that of PerfectMMULLC and close to that of the
PerfectMMUL2 . This implies that the page walks with 2M
pages typically hit in L2.
Regarding the potential improvements of the perfect MMU
cache itself, that motivated also a recent proposal for improving their performance [15], we notice that the perfect MMU
cache brings better performance improvement for the scaleout applications with 4K pages rather than with 2M pages.
However, the performance benefits still depend heavily on
the level of the cache hierarchy where the page walk hits,
indicating the need to keep the page table references as close
as possible to the processor.
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Fig. 10: Potential improvements for the MMU overheads.

C. Perfect Cache Interference
Overall, the perfect MMU cache provides limited performance benefits for the scale-out applications unless it is
incorporated with a mechanism that preserves or promotes
the page table references in the cache hierarchy closer to the
processor (Figure 10). On the other hand, we showed that
interference exists between the application data and the page
table in the cache hierarchy, increasing the average cost of
page walks and degrading the application performance.
The interference between application data and page table
references in the cache hierarchy has been pointed by Wu
et al. [48]. However, their study targeted compute-intensive
applications that exhibit high cache hit ratio and low TLB
miss ratio respectively. Thus, their proposal treated the page
table references as polluting cache entries by de-prioritizing
them through the cache replacement policy in favor of application’s data. We believe that an opposite approach should be
considered in the context of scale-out applications that suffer
from poor data-cache locality, so that the page walks hit early
in the cache hierarchy. Such a research direction is similar
in vein with [25] that advocated for preserving instruction
references in the cache hierarchy due to the high number of
expensive instruction cache misses that take place in the scaleout applications.
D. Perfect TLBs
Here we discuss the possibility of employing a perfect
third-level TLB that always hits (Equation 5 - black bar
in Figure 10), i.e. the TLB has unlimited entries or reach,
having the same latency (7 cycles) as the actual secondlevel TLB [27]. The results show that, in this case, the page
walk overhead is reduced to less than 2% for all the scaleout applications making the use of virtual memory almost
invisible.
P erf ectT LB (%) =

T LB M isses ∗ 7cycles
T otal Execution T ime

(5)

One direction for achieving such performance is through
architecting a third-level TLB with a high number of entries. However, such an implementation is likely unfeasible
according to the CMOS technology predictions [3] due to

leakage power and area overheads. On the other hand, novel
memory technologies (e.g. STT-RAMs, Memristors) have been
proposed to overcome these CMOS’ limitations for other onchip components such as last-level caches [22], [49]. Leveraging their unique characteristics and designing novel third-level
TLBs with such memory technologies should be considered
for future research in our opinion.
Another future direction for improving the MMU performance is to design a third-level range-TLB that can capture
efficiently ranges of pages without constraints on the coverage
by a single TLB entry (in contrast to [41], [42], [46]). Direct
Segments [13] actually follow this approach, but they provide
only a single range. Taking advantage of the fact that a thirdlevel range-TLB is not on the critical path of every memory
operation but it is accessed only when misses occur in the
higher TLB levels, a more complex design with higher latency
and improved range capacity could be beneficial.
Finally, TLB misses could be effectively hidden through
smart prefetching. Surprisingly we notice limited proposals
in the literature for TLB prefetching [16], [31], [45]. We
believe that the high overheads of the MMU for the scale-out
applications in combination with their distinct characteristics low locality and limited sharing among threads [25] - require
an effort in optimizing prefetching TLB entries, similarly as
inter-core cooperative prefetching [37] leveraged the frequent
sharing patterns of the multi-threaded applications to boost the
TLB performance.
VI.

R ELATED W ORK

The MMU performance has attracted the interest of both
academia and industry for several decades. Early evaluations
of the MMU showed its importance in the overall processor
performance [9], [21], [23], [40], [44]. However, these studies
were conducted under systems with limited physical memory
and less sophisticated MMU organization targeting different
workloads compared to today’s trends in the MMU architectural support and the big-memory scale-out applications
respectively.
Jacob and Mudge [28] compared various MMU organizations and showed that the total MMU overhead is roughly twice
to what was previously thought due to the interference between
the application data and the page table in the cache hierarchy.

Kandiraju et al. [32] presented a detailed characterization of
the data TLB behavior for the Spec2000 benchmark suite. The
authors suggested that multi-level TLBs are useful in cutting
down access times and evaluated different kinds of prefetching.
McCurdy et al. [38] evaluated the MMU performance under
scientific applications, addressing the limited TLB support for
2M pages and concluded that the false choice of page size can
result in performance degradations of up to nearly 50%, while
Morari et al. [39] evaluated the TLB miss impact in future
HPC systems.
The most recent work in characterizing and analyzing the
TLB performance was conducted in the context of Parsec
multi-threaded applications [17]. The authors showed that the
TLB misses are predictable due to sharing patterns among
threads, and that inter-core TLB cooperation and prefetching
mechanisms can be applied to improve TLB performance.
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Excellence on High Performance Embedded Architecture and
Compilation (HiPEAC), and by the National Science Foundation under grant CNS-1302260. Vasilis Karakostas is also
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